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The equational class generated by rational algebraic theories was characterized in Esik, 
Cornput. Linguistics and Comput. Languages XIV (1980), 183-207. Here, this class will be 
called the class of iteration theories. Also, there is a close connection between Elgot’s iterative 
theories and iteration theories. in this paper we introduce algebras for iteration theories, called 
iteration algebras. Iteration algebras are natural generalization of regular algebras and they 
are closely related to iterative algebras as well. It is shown that the absolutely free iteration 
algebras are the algebras of regular trees. 
1. NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Algebraic theories, theories for short, are categorical counterparts of clones (cf. 
161). A theory can be viewed as a many-sorted algebra T = (r(n, p); ., ( ), 7~;) 
whose sorting set consists of all pairs (n, p) of nonnegative integers, the carrier of 
sort (n, p) is T(n, p), the operations are composition, denoted by . or juxtaposition, 
tupling, and injections. Composition maps T(n, p) x T(p, q) into T(n, q), tupling 
associates withfi E r( 1, p) (i E [n] = { l,..., n}) a unique element (f, ,..., f,) E T(n, p), 
finally, there is a corresponding injection 5 E r( 1, p) to each i and p such that 
i E [p]. Furthermore, the following axioms have to be satisfied by T: 
(9 (fgM = f(d) iff E T(h p), g E T(IA s>, h E T(q, r), 
(ii) f(aL,..., 71;) = f iff E T(n, P), 
(iii) 77L(f ,,... ,f,>=f;: if iE [n],fI, . . . . fnE T(l,p), 
(iv) (XL.&..., 71;f) = f if f E T(n, p). 
In particular, if n = 0, the last condition means that T(0, p) has a unique element. 
This is an algebraic constant and will be denoted by 0,. Instead of fe T(n, p) we 
shall sometimes write f: n + p E T. 
The tupling operation can be extended as follows. Letf: n + p, g: m -+ p E T. Then 
cf, g> = ($L, cfi n:, g,..., ~r:g). As this derived operation is associative we may 
write (f, g, h) to denote either (f, (g, h)) or ((f, g), h). Another derived operation is 
the separated sum. For f: 12 -+ p, g: m +q E T f + g= (f(nj+g,..., 7c;+& 
g($&, n;;; )). Again, this operation is associative. 
Subtheories of theories are subalgebras of theories. Each theory T contains a least 
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subtheory. This subtheory consists of those elements which can be obtained from the 
injections by tupling. These algebraic constants are called base elements; e.g., 0, and 
1” = (7r: )..., x:) are base, where the latter is the identity with respect to composition. 
Base elements will be denoted by lower case Greek letters. 
Base elements can be treated as mappings. If p = (rc;,..., ?ri), then the 
corresponding mapping p: [p] --f [n] is defined byj I-+ ii. Therefore, there is a natural 
way to call a base element surjective, injective, or bijective. 
There are a lot of identities concerning the theory operations and derived 
operations we shall use in the sequel. Some of them were already mentioned, for the 
others the reader is referred to [2]. 
An example of a theory is the theory of all functions FuncA = (Func A(n, p); ., 
( ), z:) on a set A. In this theory Func A@, p) is the set of all functions from A p 
into A”; . is the composition of functions, tupling is target tupling, injections are the 
projections. Separated sum is the direct product of functions. Each element a E A can 
be identified with an element of Func A(l, 0). Therefore, if a,,..., a,, E A, then 
(a * ,***, a,,) gives an element of A”. However, to avoid possible misunderstandings we 
shall write (a, ,..., a,) instead of (a, ,..., a,). If a E A”, then (a)j denotes the ith 
component of a for any i E [n]. If a = (a, ,..., a,,) E A” and b = (b, ,..., 6,) E B”, then 
(a, 6) = (a, ,..., a,, b, ,..., b,). Iff E Func A (n, n + p), i.e., f: A n+p -+ A”, furthermore, 
aEAP thenf(-,a): A”-+A” stands forf(l,+a). IfB is another set andJA-,B is 
a mapping, then f determines another mapping A” + B” for each nonnegative integer 
n. This will be denoted by f as well: f(a, ,..., a,) = (f(a,) ,..., Aa,)). 
Given a type, or ranked alphabet, Z = lJ (Z, ] n > 0) and a C-algebra A = 
(A, s u,,] u E C}) (A = (A, Z) for short), we obtain a subtheory Pol A = (Pol 
A@, P); -3 ( >, n;) of F uric A. This theory is the theory of all polynomials of A. In 
particular, if the algebra A is an absolutely free algebra, i.e., free in the class of all Z- 
algebras, then Pol A is isomorphic to the theory of all finite Z-trees (cf. 151) on a 
countable set of variables. This theory T, = (7’,(n, p); ., ( ), ~6) has the following 
important property. There is a natural embedding of C into TX with 2” L T,( 1, n) 
such that given an arbitrary theory T = (T(n, p); a, ( ), 7~:) and a rank-preserving 
map #: C+ T (i.e., a map # with 4(,X,) c T(l, n)) there is a unique homomorphism 
$: T, -+ T which extends 4. By a homomorphism of theories we mean homomorphism 
of theories treated as many-sorted algebras. In other words, T, is a free theory 
generated by .Z in the class of all theories. If T = Pol A for a Z-algebra A = (A, Z) 
and 4 is given by u -+ (I~ then J(f) (JE T,(n, p)) is nothing more than the 
realizationf, off in A. 
Rational theories were introduced in [9]. A rational theory is a system R = 
(RN, P); ey ( >, nb, <>, where (RN, PI; e9 ( >, $,I is a theory, each carrier R(n, p) is 
partially ordered by Q. Furthermore, the operations and ordering subject to some 
other axioms, what we do not give in details. Each rational theory gives rise to a 
fixed-point operation, called iteration and denoted by ‘. Iteration is defined for 
elements f E R(n, n + p) (n > 0), and iff E R(n, n + p), thenf+ E R(n, p) is the least 
solution of Elgot’s fixed-point equation c = f(& lp). Homomorphisms of rational 
theories are certain homomorphisms of the underlying theories. However, each 
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rational theory homomorphism preserves iteration. By a result in [9], all free rational 
theories exist. Let Z be a type and 1 a new nullary operational symbol. The free 
rational theory generated by C can be described as the theory of all-possibly 
infinite-regular trees on Z;, = ZU {I} and a countable set of variables, equipped 
with a special ordering. This theory will be denoted by R,. R, contains T, as a 
subtheory. 
Regular algebras, and especially ordered regular algebras, were introduced in [ 7 1. 
An ordered regular C-algebra is a triple A = (A, C, <), where (A, C) is the underlying 
Z-algebra and A is partially ordered by <. Again, there are some other requirements 
we do not list here. Homomorphisms of ordered regular algebras are certain order- 
preserving Z-algebra homomorphisms. The existence of absolutely free ordered 
regular algebras was pointed out in [7]. The absolutely free regular algebras 
generated by a set X are isomorphic to the ordered regular algebra a,,, of all 
regular trees on 2, and X. This algebra was first introduced in [5]. 
Ordered regular algebras have the same relation to rational theories as ordinary 
algebras have to theories. We shall need only a few examples of this relation. Given 
an ordered regular algebra A = (A, C, 9) denote by A its underlying C-algebra, as 
well. Now suppose that f E Pol A and u E AP are given. Then, as a consequence of 
definitions, f(-, a): A” + A” has a least fixed point f*(a). Now let R pol A(n, p) = 
{(l,+O,)f* provided f~ Pol A(n + m, n + m + p)). By a result in [7], 
(R ~01 Ah PI; -3 ( >, $1 is a subtheory of Func A, or even, by the pointwise 
extension of the ordering on A, we obtain a rational theory R pol A = (R pol A(n, p); 
a, ( ), xi, <). There are three very important properties of this rational theory. First, 
Pol A is a subtheory of R pol A, second, if f E Pol A@, n + p), then f * = f ‘, and 
finally, if f, g E Rpol A(n, n + p) and a E AP, then f(-, a) = g(-, a) implies 
f+(u) = g+(u). This construction, if applied to the ordered regular Z-algebra Re-g,,, 
will produce a rational theory isomorphic to R, . That is, R pol Reg,,, z R, . 
It was already mentioned that a rational theory T = (T(n, p); a, ( ), rr;, <) can be 
treated as a theory with iteration T = (T(n, p); ., ( ), 715, 3. It is natural to ask for a 
base of identities of the equational class generated by the theories with iteration 
obtained in this way. The answer to this question was given in [3]. Namely, it was 
shown that identities (A,)-(A,) together with the defining identities of theories form a 
base of identities of rational theories: 
6%) CL g>‘= (ht, (w>’ (ht, lJ), wheref: n-,n+m+p,g:m-+n+m+p, 
h=f(l,tO,,(g~)~, On+ lp>, andp= @,+ I,, l,tO,,>t I,, 
(A& (On+ f)+=f iff: n+p, 
(A,) (ftOJt= f ++O,iff: n-+n +p, 
(A,) bhf@, + I&, 7&f@, + I,))+=pdf@ + ID,))+ if f: n-, m + P, P: 
m+nissurjective,p,,...,p,:m+mare basewithp,p=...=p,p=p,* 
(A& f+=f(f’,l,)iff:n-+ntp. 
’ (AJ is an infinite system of identities, it contains an identity for each p, p, ,..., pm having the required 
properties. 
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An algebraic theory with iteration T = (T(n, p); ., ( ), ~TL, ‘) satisfying the 
previously listed identities was called a generalized iterative theory in [ 31. Here they 
are called iteration theories, following [ 11. It was shows as a result in 13 ] that free 
iteration theories coincide with free rational theories, that is, R,, being considered as 
an iteration theory rather than a rational theory with ordering, is the free iteration 
theory generated by a ranked alphabet 2Y. 
Iteration theories are closely related to Elgot’s iterative theories. An iterative 
theory is a nondegenerate ideal theory I = (Z(n, p); ., ( ), xi) such that iff: n + n + p 
is ideal, that is, rrff is not an injection for any i 15 [n], then there is a unique f ‘: 
n + p withf+ = f(f+, IJ. Nondegenerate means rci # rci, and ideal theory means that 
if f: n -+ p E Z is ideal, then so is fg for any g: p--t q E I. The close relationship 
between iterative and iteration theories lies, e.g., in the following result: if I is an 
iterative theory and Z( 1,O) # 0, say 1 E Z( LO), then I is extensible in a unique way 
to an iteration theory with (7~:)~ = I (cf. [4]). A similar result is due to Bloom et al. 
[ 11: if I is an iterative theory and 1 E Z(l, 0), then one can extend I to a theory with 
iteration in such a way that, (rr:)+ = 1 holds and all identities remain valid (cf. [I]). 
Algebras for iterative theories were introduced in [S]. An iterative z-algebra is a 
z-algebra A = (A, z) such that fA(-, a) has a unique fixed-point (fk)’ (a) for any 
a E AP and ideal f E T,, furthermore, (fk)+ is always ideal. For an iterative algebra 
A = (A, ,X) one can define the theory of all iterative polynomials on A. This will be 
denoted by Z pol A. Z pol A is always an iterative theory. For more details cf. [ 8 1. 
In this paper we shall define algebras for iteration theories. These algebras will be 
called iteration algebras. In order to correctly define iteration algebras we shall 
answer the following question: Given a subtheory T, of a theory T = (T; *, ( ), rri), 
and an operation associating an element f * E T(n, p) with each element 
f E T,,(n, n + p), find a necessary and sufficient condition assuring an extension of 
(T,, *) to an iteration theory. After answering this question the definition of iteration 
algebras will be made in the most general possible way. The class of all iteration 
algebras will contain the regular algebras, and the absolutely free regular algebras 
will coincide with the absolutely free iteration algebras. Also, iteration algebras bear 
a close relation to iterative algebras. 
2. THE RESULTS 
Let H and K be any sets of identities written in terms of the theory operations and 
iteration. Then we shall write H l==K to denote that each theory with iteration which 
satisfies H satisfies K, as well. We begin by showing that (AS) is superfluous in the 
definition of iteration theories. 
STATEMENT 1. (A,), (AA (AA, 6%) I= (A,). 
ProoJ: Assume that T is an algebraic theory with iteration and each of 
(A,),..., (AJ is valid in T. Let f: n + n -f p E T be arbitrary. Define g = (0, + f, 
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0, + f). Then (1 n + 0,) g + = ((0, tf) (1, + o,, ((0, +f)((% + I”, 1, + on> + l,))+~ 
0, + l,,>)+ by (A,). However, ((0, + f)((O, + l,, 1, + 0,) + l,))+ = 
df(l, + 0, + l,))+ = f+(O, + 1J = 0, + ft, where the second equality comes from a 
lemma in 131. Thus, (1, + O,)g+ = ((0, +f) (1, +O,,, 0, +ft, 0, -t I,,))+ = 
(0, + f(f+, 1,)) +, which is in turn equal tof(f +, lp) by (A,). On the other hand, g+ = 
(l;,, l,)ft by (AJ. Therefore, (1, + 0,) gt = f? Putting together these two facts one 
obtainsf+ =f(f+, lp). 
THEOREM 1. The identities (Br)-(BJ provide an alternative base of identities of 
iteration theories: 
(B,) (f, 0, + g)+= (f+(g+, l,),g+> iff: n --) n + m + P, g: m -+ m + P, 
(BJ ((1, + O,)J+)+ = (1, + 0,) (s((l.+,, 1, + 0,) + I,))+, whcref: n + m --) 
n+m+n+p, 
(W (0, + 1, + Om+,v f)+ = ((1, $O,)(~jp)~, (j,h)+), wheref: n i- m 3 n f n + 
m+p,p=(l,+O,, I,+,>+ I,, 
(BJ (O,+f)+=fiff:n+p, 
(B,) (f(l,+p))t=ftpIff:n~n+p,~:p-tqisbase, 
(B,) @;pfCp, + lJ,-, zzpf(pm + l,))+ = p(f@ t I,))+ if f: n--t m + p, p: 
m 3 n is a surjective base element, and pi : m + m are base with pip = p (i E [ml).’ 
ProoJ There are many ways to prove that all identities (Br)-(B6) are valid in 
iteration theories. One can either use the defining identities of iteration theories to 
achieve this goal, or show that identities (B,)-(B,) are valid in all free iteration 
theories. Concerning the validity of (B,), (B2), and (B,) in iteration theories cf. also 
[3, 4].3 
Before turning to the proof of the fact that each theory with iteration which 
satisfies identities (Br)-(B6) is an iteration theory, we list some consequences of these 
identities: 
(B,) (f(1, t 0, + l,), g(O, + l,+J>+ = (f+, s+> if f: n -, n + P, g: m + 
m t P, 
(B,) (f + O,, 0, + g)+ = (f +gt, g’) iff: n -+ n + m, g: m --+ m + p, 
(B,) (O,+f+OP,O,tg)t=(fgt,g+)iff:n-*m,g:m-,m+p, 
OLl) (.A on+* t p)+ = ((f( 1, + Q, I,)))+, p) iff: n --) n + m + P, p: m --t p, 
O-4,) (f, 1, + %+m+p, s>+ = ((1, +%)((.L g>P)+~ (1, +%>((f, s>P>+~ 
(0, +- LA(f, g> p)+) if f: ndn+n+m+p, g: m*n+n+mtp, p=(l,tO,, 
ln+m> + 1,. 
* (B,) and (B,J are the same as (A,) and (A,), respectively. A special case of (B6) is the following: 
@If@-’ + I,)))+ = pf+ iff: n -+ n + p, p is bijective with inverse p-l. 
’ (B,) remains valid in iteration theories even if p: p --) 4 is not required to be base. 
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Indeed, one can easily show that (B,), (B,) l= (B,), (B& (B4), (B,) + (B,); (B,), 
(B4h 0%) b (B,J; and finally3 (B3h (J%J I= (W. 
Assume now that T is a theory with iteration which satisfies identities (B,)-(B,). 
We have to prove that (A,) is valid in T. For this purpose letf: n + n + m + p and g: 
m + n + m + p be arbitrary elements in T and define h = f ( 1 n + 0,) (gp) ‘, 0, + 1 p), 
p = (0, + I,, 1, + 0,) + 1,. First we justify the equality ht= (1, + O,)(f, g)! 
By applications of (BJ and (B,) one obtains h = f@, , gpy,, S,)+, where /3, = 
0 n+m+p + 1, t O,, y1 = 0, t 1, + 0, t I,,,,, 6, = On+m+p+n t 1,. From this, by 
(B,), we get h = (1, t 0 n+,,,+p)(fa2J29 gm,, J2>+, where a2 =O, + L+m+p +%+,T 
&=OntP,, y2=Ontyl, and 6,=0,+6,. Thus, by(B,), ht=(l,tOn+m+p). 
((fa2,P2,gpy2, 6,) c)+ follows. Here e denotes (ln+n+m+p, 1, + O,+,+,> + 1,. Put 
a3 = a2e, p3 = &E, y3 = py2e, and 6, = &e. It is easy to check that we have a3 = 
0,t 1 n+m+ptOp, &= ln+On+m+p+p~ ~3=l,+O,,+ L+O,+ I,, and 63= 
0 n+n+m+p t 1,. Therefore, by (B,,) and (B,,), we obtain (fc3,P3,gY3,83)t = 
((1, t 0,) (f, g)‘, (1, t 0,) (.A g>+, (0, t 1,) CL g>+, JJ- Conswentk h+= 
(1, + %J(.L s>+. 
Next we show that (gp)+ (Zz+, IJ = (0, + l,)(f, g)? We know that (gp)+ (ht, lP) = 
(gP)+ ((1” -I- %xf, g>+7 $7). F rom this, by succesive applications of (B4), (IS,), (B,), 
and (&J, (gplt(ht, lp> = (1, + 0 n+m+p)(gal,fPf, gP1, Y,>+ follow where aI = 
a,tO,, P,=P2(l,,,+n+mtOptlp)~ ~~=0,+,+,+,+1,~ and a2=(%+lnT 
l,tO,>tO,+ I,, P2=%+ 1,+,+,. Now, applications of (B,,) and (B6) will 
provide the final result: (gp)‘(h+, lp) = (1, t O,,,, ) ((ga,, f12, gpt)‘, lP) = 
(1, + %+m+, ) ((0, t 1,) (f, g>+, (1, +O,) (.A id? (0, + 1,) (f, g>+, ‘P> = 
(0, + 1,) (f, g)+. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
DEFINITION. Let T = (T(n, p); ., ( >, 7~;) be an arbitrary theory and suppose that 
T, = (T&z, P); *y ( >> 5) is a subtheory in T. Given an operation *: T,,(n, n t p) -+ 
T(n, p), the pair (To, *) is called extensible (with respect to T) provided there is an 
iteration theory I = (Z(n, p), -, ( ), ai, ‘) such that its underlying theory is a 
subtheory of T, 7’, s I, and ’ coincides with * on the elements of T,,. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be an arbitrary theory, and assume that a pair (T,, *) is 
giuen. Then (To, *) is extensible if and only if each of the identities (B,), (B,)-(B,) 
are valid with ’ replaced by *, and the following condition holds as well: 
(C) iff:ntm+ntm+ntpandg:ntk-+ntktntpdf,gETo)are 
such that (l,+O,)f*=(l,tOk)g *, then also (1, + O,,,)dfp)* = (1, t O,)(gr)*, 
where p = (In+,,,, 1, t 0,) t 1, and z = (lnfkr 1, + 0,) t 1,. 
Proof: The necessity of these conditions follows by observing that if (T,, *) is 
extensible, then (C) has to be satisfied by virtue of identity (B2). 
In order to prove sufficiency first notice that identities (B,)-(B,,) are valid in T, 
with ’ replaced by *. Denote them by (D,)-(D,,), respectively. Identities (D,)-(D6) 
are defined similarly. 
Now let Z(n, p) = { (1, t 0,) f * If: n+m+n+m+pET,), and define the 
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operation ’ by f + = (1,$O,)(ap)*providedthata:n+m-+n$mtntpET,,,p= 
(1 n+m, 1, + 0,) + l,, and $ = (1, + O&z*. We are going to prove that the system 
I= (Z(n, p); *9 ( >, 7r:‘) is an extension of (T, ; *) to an iteration theory. 
By condition (C), ft is uniquely defined for each f: n + n t p E I, and St E Z by 
our definition of t. (D,) and (DJ assure that Z is closed under tupling. Furthermore, 
(DJ and (DB) helps us to show that Z is closed under composition. Indeed, let f: 
n~m,g:m-tpEZbegivenbyf=(1,+O,)a*andg=(1,tO,)b*,resp.,wherea: 
n+k-*n+ktm,b:m+1~mtI$pET,.Then,fg=(1,tO,)a*(l,+O,)b*= 
(1, t 0,&u t 0,)” b* = (1, + Ok+,+,) (a + Oltp, On+k + b)*, yielding fg E 1. BY 
idendity (D4), we have T, c I. Again by(D,), ’ is an extension of *. 
So far we have seen that the system I = (Z(n, p); ., ( >, x;‘) is a theory with 
iteration, T, c Z and + extends *. It remains to verify that identities (B,)-(B,) are 
valid in I, that is, I is an iteration theory. (B4) and (B,) are simple consequences of 
(D&. In order to justify the validity of (B,)-(B,) and (B6) we need much longer 
computations. In these computations we shall use the following condition (E), which 
is an easy consequence of (C), (D,), and the definition of ‘: 
(E) (aa*)i=a(a((l,,ar)tl,)* if a: m-+mtntpET,, and a: n-tm is 
injective. 
Let f: n + n t m t p, g: m -,mtpEZ be given byS=(l,+O,)a* and g= 
(1, t O,)b*, respectively, where a: n + k +ntktn$mtpandb:mt1+mtl+ 
m t p are arbitrary elements in T,. We are going to show that (f, 0, f g)+ = 
i$p’; l$g’). Indeed, by succesive applications of (D5) and (D,) we get 
= 
(Qil:,, + On,+, •t- 1 
((1, t O,)a*, 0, t (1, t 0,) b*)+ = ((1, t 0, + 1, + 0,). 
(f, 0, + g>+ 
n+m+p), b(O,+k t I,,,+( + 0, t I,+,))*3t. By (E), this yields that 
= (1,+0,+1,+0,) (4(L+,+o,+,~ l,t%+lmto,)+lp), 
Wn+k + Ll+,, on+/t t 1, t 0,) + l,))*. From this, by (D,) and (D5), one obtains 
uo”+g)+ = (1,+%+ l,tO,) ((Q((l”,,SO,,,, 1,to,t l,tO,)+ I,))*. 
GW,t+,~ 1, + 0,) + l,>>*, l,>v (W,,,~ l,+O,)t lJ)*) = (l,+O,+ l,tO,). 
Gm?t+k~ 
Wnt+~~ 
1, + 0,) + L+p)(L+, + 1, + 0, + lp))* NWn,,, 1, + 0,) + l,))“, lp>, 
1, + w + lpN*) = (1, + Ok + 1, f 0,) (Wlntk9 1, + Ok> + Lfp)*’ 
(1, f 0, + 4,) ‘@KL+,~ 1, + 0,) + l,))*, lph W,,,, 1, + 0,) + 1,))“) = 
(f+(g’, I,}, gt>, i.e., (B,) is vaIid in I. 
Next let a: n+m+f-,nfm+l+n+mtntpET,, andf=(l,+,+O,)a*. 
Then, by the definition of t, we have ft = (I 
(1” + %+,~~~~P)*~ where a= (ln+m+P 
.+,l+ WQ~* and ((1, + %,Vt)y= 
n+m+w+ I,, 8=(1 n+mtlY 
1, + O,+J t 1,. On the other hand, if fi= (I,,,, 1, + 0,) + 1, and y= (In+mt,, 
&? 
+OJ+l,, then (l,+O,)dfp)t=(l,+O,)((l,t,tO,)u*~)t = (l,tO,+,). 
,,+ m+l + P) y)* follows by (D,) and the definition of ? However, it is not difftcult 
to check that a/?= (ln+m+l tp)y. Therefore, ((1, t O,)ft)t= (1, t O,,,)dfp)+, i.e., 
(B,) holds in I. 
In order to prove that (B3) holds in I as well, take an arbitrary f: n + m * n t n + 
mtpEZ~ithf=(l,+,+O,)a*,a:ntmtk~ntm+k+n+n+m+p~~,. 
Applying CD,) and (D,), we get (O,+ 1, t O,,,,,,f)’ = ((I,,,,,,, t 0,). 
571/27/2-II 
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(0 n+n+mtktn + 1” + %+f9 0, + a)*)+. By the definition of ‘, we obtain the result 
that (0, + 1, + O,+,,f) = (0, + 1, + Om+k+p, (0, + a)o)*, where a = (ln+n+m+kr 
1 n+n+m + 0,) + I,,. Now, by (DA (0, + 1, +%+,J)+ = ((1, +O,, l,+,n> + 0,). 
((0, + a)ap)* follows easily. Here /I denotes the base element (1, + O,, 
ln+m> + lktp’ On the other hand, if p= (1, +O,, In+m) + 1, and y= (In+m+k, 
1 n+m +O,) t I,, then (fp)+ = (I,,,,, t Ok)(dl,+,+k+~)~)* is valid by 0%). A 
short computation verifies that (0, + a) a/3 = a( 1 n + ,,, + k t p) y. Thus, (fp) ’ = 
(1 n+m + Ok)@, + 4aP)*7 and henceforth, ((1, +O,)(fp>t, (Sp)+) = ((1, t O,, 
ln+,,J t O,)((O, + u)a&*. This proves (BJ in I. 
It remains to show that (B6) is valid in I. Let a: n t k--t n t k + m + p E T,, be 
arbitrary, p: m -+ n surjective, and pi : m --t m (i E [ml) base with prp = a.. = P,,,P = p. 




lnfk t \‘ On+k +pl t 1, ,...,a lzy x o,,, + ln+k +p,,, t lp) i=l 
: m(n + k) --t m(n t k) t m + p, 
( 
m 
u= 1 \’ 7$y; m(n+k)y - 
i= I i 
: m(n + k) t m --) m(n t k), 
b= b(o t lp) : m(n t k) + m(n + k) t p, 
( 
m-1 
c=u lntk+ \‘ On+k+lm+p :ntk+m(ntk)+mtp, 
,Y, 1 




x on+, t ln+k $ ’ On+k, on+, + ‘n+k + ” ‘n+kr 
j=l .j=% I ,,fz 
m-1 
” On+, + lntk ***, - 
) 
+p,:m(n+k)+m+m(ntk)+m (i E Iml>, 
j- 1 
c= u((ln+k,P + Ok> f ‘p)’ 
As b= b(o + lp) we have (ob)* = ab -* by (De). It is easy to check that 
c(r t 1J = C and rir = r i E [ml. Therefore, again by (D,), (c(t, + I&..., c(r, + l,), 
d@ + Ok> c(r1 + lp),..., n,“@ + 0,) ~(5, + I,,))* = rE* follows. However, 
(45, t IJ,..., c(r, + lp), T&/J + 0,) c(t, + I&..., X;@ + 0,) C(r, t 1,)) = ab. Thus, 
&* = tC*, and henceforth, b” = (F* ,..., ~7”). 
By (D5) and (D,) we get (rrkpf@i + I,,),..., nEpf@,,, t I,)>* = (&%*@i + lp),--V 
$$ju*@,,, + $,))+ = ((cj?, xp,$) (a*@, t lp),..., a*@, t I,)))+ = ((cfcl ~;(:‘)k)* 
@(‘n+k t cycl’ ontk t PI t lp),..., U(x?cl’ on+k t ln+k t Pm t l,>)*)t.-From this, 
by (E), follows that (nkpf@, t I&,..., nipf@, t Ip))+ = (Cy=, nE’:‘\)b*. Taking 
into account that b* = (E*,..., F*) this implies that (~~pf@~ t I&., n$$@, t lp)>+ 
= (CE * 7rg’:‘Q (c*,..., F*) = p(l, t O,)E* = p(l, t 0,) @(l,+, tp + IJ,) ((ln+k? 
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1” + Ok> + ‘pN* = PW, + Ok> @Un+k +p+ l,))*)+ = p((l,+O,) a*@ + l,))+ = 
p(f(p + 1,)) , as was to be proved. 
COROLLARY 1. The iteration theory I constructed in the previous proof is the 
weakest extension of (T,, *) to an iteration theory. Further on it will be denoted by 
W,, *>. 
By a concrete iteration theory on a set A we shall mean any iteration theory I 
whose underlying theory is a subtheory of Func A and which satisfies the condition 
that if f(-, a) = g(--, a) holds for some f, gE Z(n, n $ p) and a E AP, then 
f+(a) = g+(u) also. 
STATEMENT 2. Let I be a concrete iteration theory on a set A. Then for arbitrary 
f E Z(n, n + PI, g E I@, n + q), a E AP, and b E A4 ly f(-, a) = g(-,b), then also 
f+(a)= g+(b). 
Proof. Let r=p+q, f=f +O,, g=g(l,+O,-+ lq). Put c=(a,b). Then 
f(-, c) = g(-, c). Therefore T’(c) = g+(c). However, f + = ft + 0, and gt = 0, + gt. 
Thus, f+(a)=f+(c)= g+(c)= g+(b). 
Given a set A and a subtheory T, of Func A together with an operation * we can 
naturally define whether (T,, *) has an extension to a concrete iteration theory (with 
respect to Func A ). By Theorem 2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let A, T,, and * be given as above. (T,, *) admits an extension 
to a concrete iteration theory if and only if each of the identities (Di), (D,)-(D,) are 
satisfied by (T,, *), an d in addition the following condition holds: 
(C’) Zf (1, + 0,)f *(-,a)= (1, + O,)g*(-,a) holds for some f: n + m --) 
n + m -t n + p, g: n t k + n t k t n t p E T,, and a E AP, then (1, + 0,). (f((l,+,, 
1, + %> + lJ)* (a) = (1, + 0,) M(l,,k~ 1” + o/J -I- l,))* @I* 
Proof. Assume that (T,, *) has a concrete extension I = (Z(n, p), e, ( ), xi+). 
Then, by Theorem 2, (D,), (D3)-(D6) have to be satisfied by I. Let f: n t m + 
n-i-m+-ntp, g: n+kdntktntp and aEAP fulfil the assumptions of (C’). 
Define f = (‘ln + 0,) f *, g = (1, t 0,) g*. As ’ is an extension of * and T, E Z holds 
we have f=(l,tO,)ft, g=(l,tO,)g+ and JgEZ. As r(-,u)=g(--,a) 
holds and Z is concrete we obtain f+(a) = $(a). However, identity (B,) is valid 
in I, therefore, (1, t O,)(f((l,+,, 
1, + 0,) + l,>)+ (~1. 
1, + %I> + l,))+ (a> = (1, + OkM(ln+k, 
F rom this the result follows by taking into account the fact 
that + extends *. 
Conversely, suppose that each of (Di), (D&o-(), and (C’) is satisfied by (T,, *). 
As (C’) is stronger than (C), by Theorem 2, it follows that (To, *) has an extension 
to an iteration theory I f (Z(n, p); ., ( ), rr;‘). Let I = Z(T,, *). We shall prove that I 
is concrete. Indeed, let f: n -+ n t p, g: n -+ n + p E Z and a E AP fulfil the condition 
f(--, a) = g(-, a). There exist f: n + m -+ntmtntp, g: ntk+ntktnt 
p E T,, with f= (1, t O,)f*, g= (1, t O,)g*. Hence, (I, t 0,) f*(-, a) = 
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(1, + 0,). g*c-9 a), and so, by condition (C’), one obtains (1, + O,)(f(( lnimr 
1, t 0,) t lJ)* (a) = (I,, t Ok)(g((ln+k, I, + 0,) + l,))* (a). Since ’ extends * 
and identity (BJ is valid in I this means exactly?+(a) = g?(a). 
Corollary 2 enables us to introduce the concept of iteration algebra in the 
following way. An algebra with iteration of type ,E is a system A = 
(A, {o*la E q, “), or simply, A = (A, 2, *), where (A, z) is a z-algebra, usually 
denoted by A as well, furthermore, * maps Pol A (n, n f p) into Func A (n, p) for 
each pair of nonnegative integers (n, p), An algebra with iteration A = (A, ,& *) is 
called iteration algebra provided (Pol A, *) satisfies all identities (D,), (D,)-(D,) as 
well as condition (C’). By Corollary 2, this is equivalent to the fact that (Pol A, *) 
has an extension to a concrete iteration theory. If A = (A, & *) is an iteration 
algebra, then Z(Po1 A, *) will be denoted by Z Pol A. This is the smallest possible 
extension of (Pol A, *) to a concrete iteration theory. By our remarks made in 
Section 1, each ordered regular algebra A = (A, z, <) can be viewed as an iteration 
algebra A = (A, C, *). Furthermore, if we treat the rational theory R Pol A as an 
iteration theory, then we obtain R pol A = Z pol A (cf. [ 71). As R pol Reg,,, r R, we 
have the following 
COROLLARY 3. I pol Reg,,, z R,. 
As Z pol A is an iteration theory for any iteration algebra A, there exists a unique 
homomorphism (: R, -+ Z pol A extending the correspondence c t+ uA (u E z). This 4 
is surjective and it coinsides with the mapping f I-+ fA on r,. Therefore it is 
legitimate to use 4(f) = fA for anyf E R,. 
Let A = (A, ,E, *) and B = (Z3, ,?Y, *) be iteration algebras. A mapping $: A -+ B will 
be called homomorphism of iteration algebras provided #((fA)* (a)) = (fB)* (@(a)) 
holds for everyfE T,(n, n + p) and a E A”. By identity (DJ, this implies that 4 is a 
homomorphism of the underlying algebras as well. 
STATEMENT 3. Let A = (A, C, *) and B = (B, C, *) be iteration algebras. A 
mapping 4: A + B is a homomorphism if and only if #(fA(a)) = f&(a)) holds for 
everyf ER,(l,p) and aEAP. 
ProojI The statement is obvious. 
THEOREM 3. peg,,, is the absolutely free iteration algebra generated by X. 
ProoJ First let X = 0. We have to show that Q,,, is initial in the class of all 
iteration algebras. We know that R, z Z pol Reg,., and an isomorphism is given by 
f++ffResr&? df E R,(n, p)). Let A = (A, ,E, *) be an arbitrary iteration algebra. Then 
Zpolris a homomorphic image of R, under f t+ fA (JE R&z, p)). Thus 
(6:fRegL.0 H f* gives a homomorphism of Zpol Regr,@ into Zpol A. As Reg,,, = 
I poTReg,,,( 1,0) and A 2 Z pol A( 1, 0), $ can be treated as a mapping (: Reg,,, -+ A, 
too. We show that 4 is a homomorphism. Indeed, iff E R,(l, p) and g E (Regr,o)P, 
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then d&,,,,(g)) = $tfd = $t.f) 4(g) = gAttW). Th” uniqueness of this 
homomorp%m ) follows by the fact that Reg,,, contains elements of type fRegz,, 
(f E R,(l, 0)) only. The general case, i.e., if X is arbitrary, can be proved simmly 
only take E(X) = C UX with E(X), = 2Y:, UX and apply the previous case for 
Regz,x,.,* 
Z pol A is an interation theory for any iteration algebra A = (A, C, *). The 
following converse statement is valid also: 
THEOREM 4. For any iteration theory I there exists an iteration algebra A such 
that 1~ZpolA. 
Proof. Define the relation = on lJ (I( 1, n) ) n > 0) as follows: if f E Z( 1, p) and 
g E Z(1, q), then f = g if and only iff + 0,~, = g + Or+, where r = max{ p, q}. It is 
obvious that 3 is an equivalence relation with the following property: if g, E h, ,..., 
g, E h,, then for any f also f(g, ,..., g,) = f(h, ,..., h,), where g, E Z(1, pp) and 
h, E Z(l, q) (i E [n]) and f E Z(1, n). Let us denote by ] f ( the block containing 
j(E Z( 1, n)) under the partition induced by E. This notation extends to elements of 
(Z(1, p))” as well: if f, ,..., f, E Z(I, p), then [(f, ,..., f,)l is written to denote 
(If, O.-Y Ifnl). 
Now let A =U (Z(l,p)]p>O)/z, x,=Z(l,n) (n>O). For everyf EZ(m,n) and 
g E (Z(1, p))” define fA(I g]) by f,,(l g]) -L ] fgl. Restricting ourselves to the case m = 1 
we obtain a C-algebra A = (A, 2Y). It is well known that Pol A z I, one isomorphism 
is obtainable by the mapping f c, fA(f E Z(n, m)). 
Next we introduce the operation * in PolA. Put dfA)* = (f +)* for any 
f E Z(n, n + p). So we get a theory with iteration Pol A = (Pol A(n, p); +, ( ), ~6, *). 
Or even, as I and PolA were isomorphic as theories under the correspondence 
f ++ fA, Pol A is an iteration theory isomorphic to I. Therefore, to show that A = 
(A, 2Y, *) is an iteration algebra we need only prove that condition (C’) is satisfied by 
A. Hence suppose that f, g E Z(n, n + p), h E (Z( 1, q))p, and fA(-, (h I) = gA(--, ) h I). 
Then also f*(] 0, + 7ri ] ,..., (0, + rr: I, ( h I) = gA(] 0, + zi ] ,..., ] 0, t R: 1, ] h 1). This means 
If(O, + I,,, h t O,)] = (g(0, + I,, h t O,)(. However, both f(0, f l,, h + 0,) and 
g(0, + I,, h t 0,) are in Z(n, n + q) so they are equal. We obtain ‘the result that 
f(l,th)=f(O,+ I,, ht0,,)(0,+- I,, l,+O,) = g(O,+l,, htO,)(O,tl,, 
1, t 0,) = g(1, t h). From this f ‘h = gth follows. Now compute (fA)* (I hi) = 
(f +)a (IhI) = If+4 = I g+hl = (g+>ai (IhI) = @A)* (IhI). 
We have shown that A = (A, 2, *) is an iteration algebra and Pol A = (Pol 
A(4 PI; -) ( >, XL, *> is an iteration theory isomorphic to I. As Z pol A is the weakest 
extension of (Pol A(n, p); ., ( ), 7$, *) to an iteration theory we obtain that 
Z pol A = (Pol A (n, p); ., ( ), zj,, *). Hence Z pol A E I. 
We shall denote by Z alg Z the algebra A constructed above. It can be seen that A 
has the following property: any mapping of {] n: I, ]zg],...} into A can be uniquely 
extended to a homomorphism from A into itself. Thus, we have 
41f h: m+qEI, then Ihl=((nAh ,..., nzh)l. 
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Remark. I alg I is freely generated by {) rci 1, ) 7ri I,... }. 
Let A = (A, z) be an iterative algebra. Then it can be viewed as an algebra A = 
(A, & *) with partial iteration. Let a E A be arbitrary. We say that A has an 
extension to an iteration algebra at a if there is an iteration algebra B = (A, C, *) 
such that (n:)* = a and (fJ* = (fa)* for any ideal f E Tz(n, n + p). From this 
follows that alsof, = fa for any f E T&z, n + p). 
THEOREM 5. Every iterative algebra has an extension to an iteration algebra at 
each of its elements. 
Proof: Suppose A = (A, C, *) is an iterative algebra and a EA. Denote by C(A) 
the ranked alphabet obtained by adjoining the elements of A to C as nullary 
operational symbols. That is, C(A), = C, VA, C(A), = 2,, if n > 0. Let B = 
(A, z(A), *) be the diagonal of A. B is an iterative algebra. By a result in 141, 
1~1 B = (I pol B(n, p); ., ( ), 5, ‘) can be extended to an iteration theory I with 
X: = a. (Observe that Ipol B(1,O) = A.) Let C = (C, z(A), *) be the C(A) reduct of 
I alg I. We know that I z Z pol C, and an isomorphism can be obtained by the 
correspondence 4: f t-+ fc = fi,,,l, where f E Z(n, p) = Z pol B(n, p). (cf. the proof of 
Theorem 4). Restricting # to7= Z(l, 0) one obtains an injective map 4: A --t C. 
#(a) = IuJ holds under this mapping. Let f E.1 pol B(l, p) and a E AP be arbitrary. 
Then 4(f(a)) = [f(a)1 =fc(laI) holds by the definition offc. From this follows that 4 
preserves *, that is $ is an injective homomorphism of B into C. Let D = (1 a j I a E A ). 
We show that if fc(-, la/) = gc(-, /al) holds in D for some ideal J g E 
I pol B(n, n + p) and a E AP, i.e., the restrictions of fc(-, /al) and gc(-, 1 al) to D” 
are equal, then dfc)* (la I) = (g,)* (la 1). Indeed, by the definitions of fc and g,, if 
fc(-, Ial) =gc(-, Ial) holds in D then If(--, a)1 = I g(-, a)/ holds in A. But 4 was an 
isomorphism between I and Z pol C, thus f(-, a) = g(-, a) holds in A. As B is an 
iterative algebra, f’(a) = g+(a). Hence, (fc)* (I a I) = 1 f’(a)/ = ( g+(a) = (gc)* (1 a I). 
This proof is extensible to nonidealf, g, too. 
So far we have shown that 4 can be treated as an injective homomorphism of B 
into C, and D G C satisfies the following condition: iff (-, I a I) = g(-, I a I) holds in D 
for some f, g E Z pol C, then f*(l a I) = g*(I a I). By Corollary 2 this implies that D = 
(D, L’(A), *), i.e., the restriction of C to D is an iteration algebra. Since (7~:)’ = a, D 
treated as a z-algebra is a suitable extension of A at a. 
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